F-16 ADVANCED CENTRAL AIR DATA COMPUTER (ACADCO)
As a leading supplier of F-16 air data computers, Honeywell presents a new state-of-the-art air data product that provides a cost-effective replacement of your current F-16 central air data computers (CADC/UCADC). Honeywell’s ACADC unit greatly enhances performance, while resolving CADC/UCADC obsolescence and long-term sustainability issues.

**Key Features**
- Form/fit/function replacement for CADC/UCADC
- Lower power consumption
- Fully qualified replacement
- Uses existing test equipment
- Solves obsolescence problems (20+ years)
- Improved MTBF – approximately 10 times greater than CADC
- Proven accurate, long-life silicon sensors (> 20 years stability)
- Two CCAs and power supply
- Easy maintenance

**ACADC Upgrade Benefits**
- Based on latest technology developments to replace CADC technology – 40 years old
- UCADC technology – 25 years old
- Resolves obsolescence and sustainability issues
- Delivers long-term stability and supportability
- Enhanced MTBF improves aircraft availability

Find out more
Visit us online at: aerospace.honeywell.com/airdatasystems